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January 2022 ClassACTions Newsletter

GOODBYE 2021, HELLO 2022

A new year is inevitably touted as a time to take stock and begin again. We are
encouraged to take time to examine our goals, reimagine the possibilities and
recommit ourselves to living our best personal, professional and family lives.
ClassACT HR73 board member Leigh Hafrey provides us with a
reaffirmation of why ClassACT was established and what lies ahead.

"In the wake of their 40th reunion, members of the Harvard-Radcliffe Class
of ’73 launched an initiative devoted to the principle that it’s not too late to
change the world. While the impulse and the language describing it evoke the
times in which HR73 came to maturity, that brief manifesto has now proven a
guide to activism across multiple classes, generations, and even institutions,
as our sister rival Yale College considers following the Crimson lead.
ClassACTs provide classmates with a way to stay connected and engaged in
between their 5-year reunions and to contribute their expertise and time to a
variety public service initiatives that the individual classes identify.

So, what spirit drives us?

In a time of national and global strife and distrust in institutions, professional
expertise, and truth itself, ClassACTors share and apply the experience that
our education, community, and collective energy have put within our reach.
From the 1960s to the 2000s, we know that we are blessed with opportunities
that many envy and all should have. We believe that education underwrites
human flourishing, not just a daily wage; that a diverse and inclusive
community is more than the sum of its parts and not an invitation to chaos;
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community is more than the sum of its parts and not an invitation to chaos;
that inquiry and imagination set the first, essential steps towards a new and
better life for all, if we have the wisdom to embrace them.

In an era where privilege has become right and right brings responsibility, we
seek to pay our past advantages forward. With success we seek significance;
with experience, humility; with energy, empathy. From our 50th to our 5th
reunions and every year in between, ClassACTors unite to build on the best of
our institutional heritage beyond Harvard Yard: it is indeed “'not too late to
change the world!'”

CLASSACT BRIDGE PROVIDES COATS FOR KIDS

Sue Press and kids at Ole & Nu Fellas Social Aid & Pleasure Club's Coat
Drive in New Orleans

Thank you to all ClassACTors who donated coats to the annual coat drive
organized by Sue Press for the Ole & Nu Fellas Social Aid & Pleasure Club.
This year, Sue gave away 200 coats to boys and girls in the Treme section of
New Orleans, of which 30+ were donated by HR73 classmates. Below are
some photos of the event. Rick Weil '73 notes that “The young lady with the
antlers(!) is my graduate student Samantha Ramey, who is working with Sue
on youth mentoring in the community. She's a genius in art, statistics, and
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on youth mentoring in the community. She's a genius in art, statistics, and
community work, plus a joy to be with.”

Samantha Ramey, Rick Weil '73 and Sue Press

NEW WAYS TO CONSIDER THE POTENTIAL OF CAPITALISM

On December 16, 2021, ClassACT HR73 hosted a #ClassACTForum on the
promise of and risks inherent in an evolving capitalism.

Dr. Martin Luther King, who battled poverty as well as racial injustice, once
said:

A true revolution of values will soon cause us to question the fairness and
justice of many of our past and present policies…A true revolution will soon
look uneasily on the glaring contrast of poverty and wealth.

ClassACT is pleased to share videos of the complete forum, shorter topical
segments, and the Q&A session. To broaden your understanding, we also
share an extensive list of resources, organized by topic. Please take time to
review this material with care and share it with others.

Website page containing videos and resources
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Moderator Leigh Hafrey ’73, Senior Lecturer at the MIT Sloan School of
Management, and former co-Master of Mather House, led a stirring
discussion about imaginative ways that impact investing and partnerships
between public and private investors can help remedy poverty, failing schools
and the climate crisis. The distinguished panel included Roger W.
Ferguson, Jr. ’73, the former Vice Chairman of the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System and the former President and CEO of TIAA;
Natasha Lamb, managing partner and co-founder of Arjuna Capital; and
Tracy Palandjian, CEO and Co-Founder of Social Finance and former Vice-
Chair of the Harvard Board of Overseers. Together they examined how
methods such as a focus on environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
investing, shareholder activism, and the creation of ways to measure the
impact on priorities like reducing student loan debt and creating middle class
jobs can help us reimagine capitalism during a time of multiple crises.

WITH THANKS TO ALL

While ClassACT HR73 has always emphasized donations of time and talent,
as we grow we also must ask for financial contributions to enable us to
continue our work. It is with deep gratitude that we acknowledge
contributions, large and small, from the following classmates and friends in
2021.

Roohi Abdullah
Fred Adair
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Fred Adair
John Adams
Jake Arbes
Ken Bartels
Fred and Joy Bartenstein
Alexander Barton
Ken Bolyard
Gil Brodsky
Sue Butler
Susan Cochran
Elena (Nini) Cohen
Amanda Cross
Ronald Dieckmann
Marion Dry
Geoffrey Dugan
Julia Frank
Sarah Freedman
Peter Galbraith
Marilyn Go
Anne Goldberg
John Gordon
Sallie Gouverneur
Michael Graff
Rebecca Green
Sara Greenberg
Leslie Greer
David Griffin
Donna Brown Guillaume
Leigh Hafrey
John Hagerty
Joyce Heard
Daniel Hoffeimer
Katy Homas
Thomas Howell
Terry Hunt
Hugh Kelleher
Ted Killiam
Andrea Kirsh
Alice Kleeman
Fritz Klein
Steven Landau
Rob Lawrence
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Rob Lawrence
Vivian Lewis
Johnson Lightfoote
Daniel Lyman
Stan Mark
Kenneth Martin
Thomas McNamara
Richard Melvoin
Stephen Milliken
Marianne Moore
Bahman Mossavar-Rahmani
Carl Muller
Roger Myerson
Deborah Neipris Hendler
Ryan O'Connell
Brendan O'Flaherty
Peter Patch
Daniel Polster
Patty Potter
George Putnam
Patricia Rosbrow
Claire Roth
Nicholas Sakellariadis
Haley Sharman
Marybeth Shinn
Charles Sink
Jonathan Sprague
David Stang
Therese Steiner
Martha Stone-Martin
David Strang
Phil Straus
Jacquelyn Swearingen
Rebecca Sykes
Sharon Tisher
Leslie Tolbert
Sarah Ulerick
Letitia Upton
Tamsin Venn
Henry Wasserman-Teitlebaum
Holly Weeks
Rick Weil
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Rick Weil
Alexander Weissent
James Westra
Henrietta Wigglesworth Lodge
Wendell Willkie

Interested in helping ClassACT? 

ClassACT is built on classmate participation and we are interested in having
every classmate as a member of our ClassACT community. If you are

interested in learning more about ClassACT and how you can be involved,
please visit our website or send us an email.

While encouraging the sharing of time and willingness to work together,
ClassACT also welcomes financial support.  To support our work in this way

you can donate below.

Donate Here

Please add ClassACTHR73@gmail.com to your contacts so future messages
don't end up in spam or some other odd spot in your inbox.

Class Achieving Change Together (Class ACT), Inc.
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